# A Birthday Basket for Tia

Name ________________________ # _____  Green

## Comprehension
- Think about the story *A Birthday Basket for Tia.*
- Think about your own family. Do you have any birthday traditions? Write 3 sentences about your family birthdays. Illustrate your work.

## Respond/Retell
- Fold a paper into thirds. Label the parts: Beginning, Middle, End. Retell the story, telling what happened in each part. Write at least 2 sentences for each part and illustrate each part.

## Phonics
- Make a chart with the headings -ture and -tion. Write all of your spelling words under the correct heading. Use one of your spelling words in a sentence.

## Word Work
- Fold a paper into 4 squares. Write two matching homonyms in each square. Use a dictionary to write the meanings, then illustrate each word.

ads, adds  ant, Aunt
I’ll, aisle  hear, here